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Abstract

We analyze connections between two low rank modeling approaches from the last
decade for treating dynamical data. The first one is the coherence problem (or
coherent set approach), where groups of states are sought that evolve under the
action of a stochastic matrix in a way maximally distinguishable from other groups.
The second one is a low rank factorization approach for stochastic matrices, called
Direct Bayesian Model Reduction (DBMR), which estimates the low rank factors
directly from observed data. We show that DBMR results in a low rank model
that is a projection of the full model, and exploit this insight to infer bounds on a
quantitative measure of coherence within the reduced model. Both approaches can
be formulated as optimization problems, and we also prove a bound between their
respective objectives. On a broader scope, this work relates the two classical loss
functions of nonnegative matrix factorization, namely the Frobenius norm and the
generalized Kullback–Leibler divergence, and suggests new links between likelihood-
based and projection-based estimation of probabilistic models.

Keywords: low rank modeling, coherent sets, maximum likelihood, nonnegative matrix
factorization, clustering, Markov state model.

MSC classification: 65F55, 62M05, 37M10, 15A23, 60J22.

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation and contributions

One of the fundamental concepts in statistics, data science and machine learning is that
seemingly complicated data has an underlying simpler structure; and filtering out this
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structure is the crucial task of model reduction. Apart from a simpler representation
of the data that requires less storage, the main advantages include robustness when
used for predictions as well as interpretability of the low-dimensional features. Since
data is often given in the form of matrices A P R

mˆn, the above task typically boils
down to matrix factorizations of the form A « BC, where B P R

mˆr and C P R
rˆn

are matrices of lower dimensionality, r ! mintm,nu; see [UHZ`16] for a comprehensive
overview. In many applications, data is inherently nonnegative, and incorporating the
nonnegativity constraint on the factors B and C can add to the interpretability of the
low rank approximation, which explains the success of nonnegative matrix factorization
(NMF) over the past two decades [LS99, SG08, WZ12, LD14, Gil20]. Stochastic matrices
are a frequent occurrence of nonnegative matrices in applications. Often they arise as
(or from) data matrices, because the entities encoded by rows and columns of these
matrices are in some probabilistic relationship.

One such application, which will be the guiding example of this paper, is determining
coherent sets of a dynamical system [FSM10, FLS10], as made precise in section 2. In
a nutshell, for a left stochastic “transition” matrix P P R

mˆn, we seek partitions of
t1, 2, . . . , nu such that random transitions as described by P from different partition
elements remain “maximally distinguishable” in the sense that the image random vari-
ables are decorrelated. We call these partition elements “coherent”.

Approximating the transition matrix P by a product P « λΓ of two left stochastic
matrices λ,Γ of lower dimension can be interpreted as a (soft) clustering of the corre-
sponding states and coherent pairs are then identifiable, even more so if Γ P t0, 1urˆn has
binary entries, which corresponds to (hard) clustering. Such a factorization is precisely
what is provided by direct Bayesian model reduction (DBMR), a specific NMF algorithm
proposed by [GH17, GONH18] for the identification of reduced models directly from the
data, i.e. without approximating the “full” transition matrix P in the first place. One of
the main motivations for this paper is the application of DBMR to the coherence problem
described above. In comparison to the “classical” approach popularized by Froyland and
others [FSM10, FLS10], which relies on a truncated singular value decomposition (SVD)
of the transition matrix P (after a suitable rescaling, cf. Algorithm 1), the DBMR
approach holds the following promises:

• As mentioned above, the “full” transition matrix P need not be approximated.
While such an approximation often relies on a tremendous amount of samples,
[GH17] argue that the (comparatively few) matrix entries of the low rank approx-
imation require far less data.

• Whilst the classical approach requires an ambiguous post-processing step to identify
coherent sets, often performed by k-means clustering [Den17], the DBMR output
provides the coherent sets directly through the matrix Γ, while the matrix λ acts as
a reduced transition matrix acting on these compound states. The left stochasticity
of λ guarantees a form of structure preservation that does not hold for the classical
approach, where the ‘reduced transition matrix’ is typically not a stochastic matrix.
In fact, its columns may not sum to one and it can even have negative entries.

Conceptually speaking, truncated SVD provides an optimal low rank approximation
with respect to the Frobenius norm as asserted by the Eckart–Young–Mirsky theorem
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[HE15, Theorem 4.4.7], whilst DBMR corresponds to a (relaxed) maximum likelihood
estimate of pλ,Γq and hence minimizes the Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence between
the full and the low rank model, see Remark 6 in section 4.2.

In other words, both SVD and DBMR can be viewed as providing a “low-complexity”
approximation to the transition matrix P ,

A˚ P argmin
A “low-complexity”

dpA,P q, (1)

where d alludes to a “distance-like” quantity between matrices, and the notion of low-
complexity has to be made precise (in our context this will amount to low rank and, in
the case of DBMR, implicit sparsity constraints). Building on this parallel and following
[LS00], [Gil20, Section 1.2], truncated SVD and DBMR can be succinctly formulated as
solutions to Problem 1 and Problem 2 below, respectively. From the perspective of
matrix factorization, the Frobenius norm }A ´ BC}F and the (generalized) Kullback–
Leibler divergence DKLpA } BCq (essentially applied to the vector consisting of matrix
entries [LS00]) are two of the most fundamental distances minimized within NMF (and
beyond) for the approximation A « BC discussed above [WZ12]. For this reason, our
comparison of the classical approach to the coherence problem with the one by DBMR
should be seen on a broader scale—we derive connections between these two central
objectives of matrix factorization and make the following two main contributions (with
the terminology yet to be made precise):

(i) We prove that the DBMR output corresponds to the composition of the full model
P and an orthogonal projection Π; that is, PΠ “ λΓ. Based on this insight we
deduce that the “degree of coherence” contained in the low rank model bounds the
degree of coherence contained in the full model from below.

(ii) We derive an inequality involving the two measures of distance between the full and
the low rank model mentioned above—the Frobenius norm (for the SVD approach)
on the one hand, and the Kullback–Leibler divergence (for DBMR) on the other
hand. To our knowledge, this is the first quantitative relationship between these
two classical objectives of matrix factorization. To this end, we prove and utilize a
novel Pinsker-type inequality, which could be of independent interest.

Next, we turn to the discussion of related work, and the remainder of the paper is
structured as follows. The necessary notation and the coherence problem are introduced
in section 2, while the computationally relevant form of the coherence problem arises
from a relaxation detailed in section 3. In section 4 we summarize the low rank modeling
approach referred to as DBMR. The material in this first part of the paper is encapsulated
in Problem 1 and Problem 2 and those serve as the starting point for the analysis
in the subsequent second part. The novel contributions are derived in sections 5 and 6,
then they are illustrated by numerical examples in section 7, followed by a conclusion in
section 8.
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1.2. Related Work

Coherent sets and canonical variables. The term “coherent set” stems from fluid
dynamics and dynamical systems [FSM10, FLS10], and the concept has been preceded by
transport-related considerations around the term “coherent structures” (see the references
in these papers). The abstract linear-algebraic problem, that the coherence problem
boils down to in our setting, is equivalent to Canonical Correlation Analysis [Hot36] (see
[KHMN19] for this observation) and it has also been transferred to other applications,
e.g., nonequilibrium statistical physics [KCS16, KWNS18, WN20].

Orthogonal NMF and clustering. Coherent sets are a special form of clusters. Clus-
tering itself is strongly related to NMF, in particular, through a modification called
Orthogonal NMF, where the problem

min
B,Cě0

››A ´ BC
››2
F

(2)

is augmented by the additional constraint CCJ “ Idr. It is shown in [DHS05] that
the objectives of Orthogonal NMF and of r-means clustering (of the columns of A)
are optimized by equivalent objects, rendering these two problems (however not their
algorithmic solutions) equivalent. Based on this pioneering observation, there has been
ever since activity on clustering and community detection via NMF [DLPP06, YL13,
WKZ`18, LSZL20, OBA22]; see [LD14] for a survey. From a broader perspective, the
generality of the formulation in (1) has been exploited to derive modifications of NMF,
for instance replacing the distance-like quantity d [FBD09, FI11]; see [Gil20] for an
overview. We would also like to point the reader to [SRS`08] which directly links NMF
and probabilistic modeling with latent variables.

The orthogonality constraint of NMF implicitly appears in DBMR as well: The rows
of the DBMR factor Γ turn out to be orthogonal, cf. Remark 4, hence, after rescaling of
the factors λ and Γ, DBMR satisfies the constraints of orthogonal NMF.

Probabilistic models and estimation. With a probabilistic model in the background,
the NMF approximation problem can be phrased as an estimation problem. This
connection is used in Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) [Hof99, Hof01],
where in the original motivation rows and columns of the data matrix correspond
to words and documents, respectively. It has been shown in [DLP06] that PLSA is
equivalent to NMF if the latter is formulated in terms of the (generalized) Kullback–
Leibler divergence. As mentioned above as well as in Remark 6, the Kullback–Leibler
divergence is associated with maximum likelihood estimation, hence both PLSA and
DBMR essentially compute most likely low rank models. Indeed, Gerber and Horenko
compare DBMR with PLSA in [GH17, SI sec. 5] and demonstrate superior scaling
performance of DBMR for large problems.

Projection-based approximation. Considering our contributions (i) and (ii) mentioned
above, we establish a new link between likelihood-based and projection-based approxi-
mation of probabilistic models. The latter class has also been extensively studied [DW05,
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HS05, dLGDLR08, SS13], and provides bounds of the form where the eigenvalue error
between original and projected model is bounded from above by the projection error of
the associated eigenvectors. Sharper bounds hold if the model is reversible, essentially
meaning that the probability matrix that one seeks to approximate is self-adjoint with
respect to a suitable inner product. This applies to the classical approach to the
coherence problem as well, since the singular value decomposition of A is equivalent
to the eigenvalue decomposition of AJA, which is self-adjoint by construction.

2. Setup and Notation

Throughout this paper, we denote by R
r the Euclidean space of dimension r P N,

equipped with the corresponding Euclidean norm ‖¨‖2 and inner product x¨, ¨y2. For
a vector w P R

r
ą0 with positive entries and x, y P R

r, let

• w´1 :“ pw´1
j qj“1,...,r denote the componentwise inverse of w;

• Dw :“ diagpwq :“ pwiδijqri,j“1 P R
rˆr denote the corresponding diagonal matrix

with entries wi on its diagonal and δij being the Kronecker delta;

• xx, yyw :“ xJDwy “ xD1{2
w x,D

1{2
w yy2 denote the w-weighted inner product and

‖¨‖w the associated norm. We call x, y P R
r w-orthogonal if xx, yyw “ 0.

For a matrix A P R
mˆn, }A}F :“

`řm
i“1

řn
j“1 |aij |2

˘1{2
denotes the Frobenius norm of

A and σkpAq the k-th largest singular value. We abbreviate the j-th column of A by
A‚j . Throughout, a left stochastic matrix A P R

mˆn will be a nonnegative matrix the
columns of which sum to one. We will not require it to be square, slightly abusing
standard terminology.

In the bulk of this work, we consider discrete state spaces modeled by finite sets of
the form rrs :“ t1, . . . , ru, r P N. Probability measures on rrs will be identified with
probability vectors p P R

r
ě0, that is, with vectors having nonnegative entries that sum to

one. For such probability vectors u, v P R
m
ě0 we define the Kullback–Leibler divergence

between u and v by DKLpu } vq “ řm
i“1 ui log

ui

vi
if u is absolutely continuous with respect

to v (interpreted as probability measures) and DKLpu } vq “ 8 otherwise. Here and in
what follows, we use the conventions log 0 :“ ´8, 0

0
:“ 0, and set c log 0 to 0,´8,`8

for c “ 0, c ą 0, c ă 0, respectively. Finally, we denote by 1E P R
r the indicator vector

associated to a subset E Ď rrs: its i-th entry is 1 if i P E and 0 otherwise.
Following [FSM10], we introduce the concept of coherent sets induced by a stochastic

(or deterministic) transition. In this context, we adapt a space-discrete setting: This
can either be viewed as an approximation to a continuous-space dynamics, or else as
a genuinely discrete system. Historically, the former case motivated the construction,
and a straightforward connection between the space-continuous and discrete settings is
briefly summarized in Appendix A.

Let pΩ,Σ,Pq be a probability space and consider two random variables X : Ω Ñ rns
and Y : Ω Ñ rms with distributions p P R

n
ě0 and q P R

m
ě0, respectively, modeling the

state of a random system at initial and final time. Here, n,m P N denote the sizes
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(cardinalities) of the respective discrete state spaces. Often, X „ p is considered to be
an input and Y „ q to be an output,1 which is why the elements of rns and rms will be
called input and output categories/states, respectively. We assume that X and Y are
coupled through the left stochastic transition matrix P P R

mˆn, Pij “ P rY “ i | X “ js ,
and, hence, follow the joint distribution P rY “ i,X “ js “ Pijpj . Using matrix notation
we write pX,Y q „ PDp and note the relation q “ Pp.

We next recall the coherence problem for the input-output pair pX,Y q. On an intuitive
level, we would like to obtain a coarse-grained understanding of the situation, for
example allowing us to forecast Y given X, in a conceptually simple and computationally
tractable, yet faithful way. To this end, we seek nontrivial2 partitions E :“ pEiqri“1 of rns
and F :“ pFiqri“1 of rms such that X P Ei implies Y P Fi with high probability; or, as
we will say, pEi, Fiq form a coherent pair. The number of subsets r is fixed for now and
roughly corresponds to the complexity of the reduced model; typically we shall aim for
r ! minpm,nq. Following [FSM10], we formulate the following two heuristic conditions
for pEi, Fiq to form a coherent pair:

1. P rY P Fi | X P Eis « 1, and

2. PrX P Eis « PrY P Fis.
The first condition demands that states from Ei transition predominantly to Fi. The
second condition ensures that, in addition, exclusively the states from Ei transition
to Fi, up to a small error. Taken together, these two conditions describe the scenario
that the pair pEi, Fiq evolves coherently, approximately unaffected by the dynamics on
the complements rnszEi and rmszFi.

An attempt to accordingly partition the system into a fixed number r P N of coherent
pairs is to consider the maximization problem

max
E, F

PrXPEks«PrY PFks

rÿ

k“1

P rY P Fk | X P Eks , (3)

carried out over all (nontrivial) partitions E “ pEkqrk“1 of rns and F “ pFkqrk“1 of rms
that respect the second condition from above. Here, no partition elements are allowed to
be empty sets. To make this a well-posed problem, the constraint PrX P Eks « PrY P Fks
needs to be given a quantitative meaning. Note that simply requiring equality may easily
render the set of admissible solutions empty. Irrespective of this choice, (3) tends to be
a computationally hard combinatorial optimization problem; thus we will later discuss
a numerically more approachable relaxation (see Problem 1 below).

Any partition E “ pE1, . . . , Erq of rns can be encoded by an “assignment” γ : rns Ñ rrs
or an “affiliation matrix” Γ P t0, 1urˆn via

γpjq :“ k with j P Ek, Γkj :“ δkγpjq “
#
1 if j P Ek,

0 if j R Ek.
(4)

1The present situation is sometimes called a Bayesian relation model [GH17]. It is a specific, “two-layer”
instance of a Bayesian network or decision network, see, for instance, [Hec98].

2We say that the partition pEiq
r
i“1 in nontrivial if none of the sets Ei are empty.
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The partition E can then be characterized by Ek “ γ´1ptkuq. To fix the terminology,
we introduce the following notions:

Definition 1 (Affiliation matrix): We call a left stochastic matrix with binary entries
Γ P t0, 1urˆn, r, n P N, a (hard) affiliation matrix. We call the unique map γ : rns Ñ rrs
satisfying Γkj “ δkγpjq the assignment corresponding to Γ.

As explained above, the distribution of the pair pX,Y q can be described in terms of
the initial distribution p and the transition matrix P . In practical settings, these objects
are typically approximated by their empirical (maximum likelihood) estimates based on
finitely many samples, D “ pXpuq, Y puqqSu“1, S P N, where the pairs pXpuq, Y puqq are
assumed to be independent and identically distributed copies of pX,Y q. The data D

leads us to the count matrix N P N
mˆn
0 and the empirical frequency estimators p̂ P R

n
ą0

and P̂ P R
mˆn
ě0 given by

Nij :“ #tu | Xpuq “ j, Y puq “ iu, p̂j “ 1

S

mÿ

i“1

Nij , pPij “ Nijřm
i1“1Ni1j

. (5)

Here and in the following we assume the row and column sums of N to be strictly positive
for each i P rms and j P rns; otherwise, the associated input or output categories are
removed and the sets rns and rms are restricted and relabeled accordingly. Note that
p̂ and P̂ are, in fact, maximum likelihood estimates, cf. section 4 and equation (11) in
particular. Note that the maximum likelihood estimate of q, q̂ :“ přn

j“1Nij{SqiPrms P
R
m
ą0 satisfies q̂ “ P̂ p̂, inheriting the above-mentioned relation q “ Pp of the exact

quantities.

As the estimation problem (i.e., the comparison of P with pP , p with p̂, and q

with q̂) is not the focus of the current work, we will not distinguish the exact
quantities from their frequency estimators from now on, i.e. we assume them to
coincide. In particular, for simplicity of notation, we will use P, p, q to denote
the empirical estimators.

Further, throughout this manuscript, Λ P R
mˆn, λ P R

mˆr and Γ P R
rˆn denote left

stochastic matrices such that Λ “ λΓ and, for reasons to be clarified in section 3,
we introduce transition matrices that are normalized with respect to the reference
distributions p and q,

P 1 :“ D´1
q PDp P R

mˆn, rP :“ D´1{2
q PD1{2

p P R
mˆn, rΛ :“ D´1{2

q ΛD1{2
p . (6)

Note that the normalized transition matrix P 1 transports densities with respect to the
reference measure p at initial time to densities with respect to the reference measure q

at final times. By q “ Pp it is immediate that P 1
1rns “ 1rms.

In this context, we also define our main measure of coherence within the pair pP, pq,
the intuition behind which will be explained in detail in section 3.

Definition 2 (Degree of coherence): We define the degree of r-coherence Crpp, P q in the
pair pp, P q of input distribution and transition matrix as the sum

řr
i“1 σip rP q of the r
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leading singular values of rP :“ D
´1{2
q PD

1{2
p with q “ Pp. We simply say that this is the

degree of coherence in P and write CpP q, if the integer r and the reference distribution
p are clear from the context.

3. Classical approach to coherent sets

The following relaxation of the coherence problem (3) can be found in [FSM10] for a
two-partition, and in [Den17, sec. 3.3] for an arbitrary number of coherent pairs. For
details, the reader is referred to these works. Using (6) we obtain

P rY P F | X P Es “
ř

iPF

ř
jPE Pijpjř

jPE pj
“ x1F , PDp1Ey2

x1E,Dp1Ey2
“ x1F , P

1
1Eyq

}1E}2p
. (7)

Note that, if E “ pEkqrk“1 is a partition of rns, then 1Ek
,1El

are p-orthogonal whenever
k ‰ l, i.e. x1Ek

,1El
yp “ 0. To obtain a computationally feasible relaxation of the

coherent set problem (3), we relax the condition that the vectors 1Ek
should be indicator

vectors, but keep their p-orthogonality. We thus replace 1Ek
by vectors ek P R

n and 1Fk

by vectors fk P R
m (how these new vectors can be related back to partition elements

is explained below). Note that, although we do not require the system fk to be q-
orthogonal at this stage, this property will be a consequence of our analysis (see below).
The constraint PrX P Eks « PrY P Fks can now be required with equality and translates
to }ek}p “ }fk}q, yielding the relaxed coherent-set maximization problem

max
e1,...,er
f1,...,fr

rÿ

k“1

xfk, P 1ekyq
}ek}p}fk}q

, (8)

subject to e1, . . . , er being a p-orthogonal system in R
n. Since (8) is invariant under

(positive) scaling of ek and fk, we can further restrict the optimization to unit vectors.
By noting that fk “ P 1ek{}P 1ek}q is a maximizer of the summands for fixed e1, . . . , er,
this further reduces to

max
pe1,...,erq p-orthonormal

rÿ

k“1

}P 1ek}q ðñ max
pẽ1,...,ẽrq orthonormal

rÿ

k“1

} rP ẽk}2, (9)

after observing that any p-orthonormal system pe1, . . . , erq in R
n can be written as

ek “ D
´1{2
p ẽk, k P rrs, for some orthonormal system pẽ1, . . . , ẽrq in R

n and that ‖P 1ek‖q “
‖D

1{2
q P 1D

´1{2
p ẽk‖2 “ ‖ rP ẽk‖2. By (the singular value version of) the Courant–Fischer

theorem stated in Theorem 27, the right- and left-hand side of (9) are maximized by the
r leading right singular vectors ẽk of rP and by ek “ D

´1{2
p ẽk, k P rrs, respectively. The

optimal value is equal to the sum of the leading r singular values.
Via the Eckart–Young–Mirsky theorem [HE15, Theorem 4.4.7], the task (9) is equiv-

alent to finding the best rank-r approximation to rP with respect to the Frobenius norm
and also the spectral norm:

arg min
APRmˆn

rankA“r

›› rP ´ A
››
F

“
rÿ

k“1

σkp rP q rfkreJ
k . (10)
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In this light, the relaxed coherence problem is equivalent to a low rank approximation
problem of the weighted transition matrix rP . To summarize the discussion so far, we
formulate the relaxed coherence problem as follows:

Problem 1 (Relaxed coherence): Given a count matrix N P N
mˆn and a fixed

rank r ď minpm,nq, find a rank-r matrix A P R
mˆn that minimizes

›› rP ´ A
››
F
,

where rP is constructed from N via (5) and (6).

We emphasize that the right-singular vectors of a rank-r matrix A P R
mˆn solving

Problem 1 satisfy the (right) optimality condition in (9). Due to the left stochasticity of
P the leading singular value of rP can be shown3 to be σ1 “ 1, with corresponding right
singular vector p1{2 :“ p?

p1, . . . ,
?
pnqJ. The maximizers ek of the relaxed coherence

problem (9) need not be approximate indicator vectors, but for well-pronounced coherent
dynamics, their linear span (and likewise that of the fk) is going to be close to the
linear span of indicator vectors [KCS16], see also [DW05]. This observation suggests, by
viewing the singular vectors ek as features of the states j P rns, various approaches to
extract a coherent r-partition from the singular vectors: A number of algorithms exist,
differing in how post-processing steps are handled, and whether hard or soft clusters are
sought. One can use k-means clustering [Den17, sec. 3.3], [BK17], PCCA+ [DW05,
RW13], or SEBA [FRS19]. The final-time members of the coherent pairs are obtained in
a similar manner from the vectors fk “ D

1{2
q f̃k, where f̃k are the left singular vectors of rP ,

and are matched to the initial-time members such that the objective in (3) is maximal.
We summarize this classical approach to coherent pairs, using k-means clustering in the
postprocessing step, in Algorithm 1.

The relationship between (7) and (8) shows that the value of the latter is a measure for
the coherence of an r-partition which motivates our usage of this value as the “degree of
coherence” in Definition 2. Since the optimal value for (8) is the sum

řr
i“1 σip rP q over the

r leading singular values of rP , it follows that the degree of coherence of an r-partition is
bounded from above by r. In other words, tightness of the bound

řr
i“1 σi ď r indicates

coherence of the system at hand. In the case of complete coherence (
řr

i“1 σi “ r),
the transition matrix P (and hence rP as well) has the form where there are partitions
pEkqrk“1 of rns and pFkqrk“1 of rms such that Pij ą 0 implies i P Ek and j P Fk for the
same k.

The question of how to choose the number r of coherent sets can be answered by
considering the singular spectrum of rP [Fro13]: The aim is to have the leading r singular
values close to one (and the corresponding singular vectors close to linear combinations of
indicator vectors 1Ek

corresponding to some partition E “ pEkqrk“1), while the remaining
singular values should, ideally, be substantially smaller than 1 (indicating no further
coherence within the system). Consequently, the choice of r should be informed by the
values and gaps in the spectrum.

3Since q1{2 “ rPp1{2 and p, q are probability vectors, i.e. }p}2 “ }q}2 “ 1, we have σ1 ě 1. To
show σ1 ď 1, note that σ2

1 is the leading eigenvalue of rPJ rP and hence also of the similar
matrix D

´1{2
p

rPJ rPD
1{2
p “ PJD´1

q PDp. It is a straightforward calculation that }PJD´1
q PDp}8 “ 1,

thus σ2
1 ď 1.
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Algorithm 1 Classical approach to coherent pairs.

1: Input: Data subsumed into the count matrix N , number of coherent pairs r P N

2: Compute P, p, rP via (5) and (6)
3: Compute SVD of rP : rP “ UΣV J with orthogonal matrices U P R

mˆm, V P R
nˆn

and rectangular matrix

Σ “
ˆ
diagpσ1, . . . , σsq 0

0 0

˙
P R

mˆn

with the singular values σ1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě σs ą 0 of rP on its diagonal
4: Truncate to the r leading singular values to obtain a low rank approximation rP red

of rP ,

rP red “ U

ˆ
diagpσ1, . . . , σrq 0

0 0

˙
V J,

and transform back to obtain a low rank approximation Pred :“ D
´1{2
q

rP redD
1{2
p of P

5: Use the first r right singular vectors ẽ1, . . . , ẽr of rP (the first r columns of V ) as
features for a k-means-clustering of rns into r clusters [Den17, sec. 3.3], leading to
the partition E “ pEkqrk“1 of rns; and obtain similarly the partition F “ pFkqrk“1

of rms using the left singular vectors f̃1, . . . , f̃r of rP
6: “Match” the partitions E and F by reordering F such that the objective in (3) is

maximized
7: Output: rP red, Pred, E , F

Remark 3: The observation, mentioned in section 1, that the algebraic form of the
relaxed coherence problem is equivalent to Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA), has
been made in [KHMN19]. CCA is commonly described as a method that finds bases
of the input and output space with maximal correlation under an assumed probabilistic
relationship.

4. Likelihood-based estimation from data

4.1. Full versus low rank models

Solving the relaxed coherence problem as presented so far is a two-step procedure: First,
p and P are estimated from observational data, and second, the dominant singular
vectors are extracted from rP (see Problem 1). Thus, it is natural to ask whether a low
rank approximation of rP can be obtained directly, merging estimation and projection.

For this purpose, recall the empirical estimators pp and pP for p and P from (5). It is
classical and straightforward to show that π “ pp, Λ “ pP maximize the likelihood of the
data D,

P rD | π,Λs “
mź

i“1

nź

j“1

π
Nij

j Λ
Nij

ij . (11)
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Reiterating the discussion from section 2, we overload the notation, dropping the hats
in pπ˚,Λ˚q “ ppp, pP q, and hence denoting the true objects pp, P q and their empirical
(maximum likelihood) estimators by the same symbols. Traditionally, these maximum
likelihood estimates are then used to approximate rP and its r leading singular modes,
from which a coherent r-partition can be extracted in various ways, see section 3. Note
that this approach requires the approximation of pm ` 1qn probability values, some of
which might be very small, hence a large number of samples if often required.

However, if we are interested in a fixed number r ! minpm,nq of singular modes,
the effective information of interest is already represented by Oprpn ` mqq quantities,
and hence it might be expected that a direct approach (circumventing the estimation
of p and P ) could provide accurate results based on a significantly reduced number
of samples. More specifically, we will contrast the traditional procedure with a direct
estimation of P by a low rank transition matrix Λ “ λΓ, where λ P R

mˆr and Γ P R
rˆn

are left stochastic matrices still fulfilling q “ Pp, in the maximum-likelihood framework
of DBMR. Indeed, DBMR requires the computation of only rpn ` mq matrix entries
and thus its output promises to be of low variance, even in the regime where only a few
samples are available [GH17, Theorem; in particular Eq. 7].

In terms of interpretability, our alternative approach has another crucial advantage:
DBMR maximizes a lower bound of the log-likelihood function, the optimum Λ˚ “ λ˚Γ˚

of which turns out to comprise a (hard) affiliation matrix Γ˚ in the sense of Definition 1
(though starting with the assumption on Γ to be only left stochastic). As mentioned
in section 2, there is a one-to-one correspondence between such affiliation matrices and
partitions of rns, providing a meaningful partition E :“ pEkqrk“1 of rns without any post-
processing steps, while λ corresponds to a ‘reduced transition matrix’ on these compound
states. A natural choice for the output partition F :“ pFkqrk“1 of rms is given by

Fk “ ti P rms | λik “ max
k1Prrs

λik1u

(with arbitrary choice of category in case of non-uniqueness of the maximizer).

4.2. Direct Bayesian model reduction (DBMR)

In the following, we will discuss how the low rank model Λ “ λΓ « P , where λ P
R
mˆr and Γ P R

rˆn are left stochastic matrices, can be estimated from the data in a
maximum likelihood fashion similar to the derivation of (5) from (11). This approach,
proposed by Gerber and Horenko [GH17], achieves both estimation and model reduction
simultaneously, without the need to estimate the full model P in the first place. In
other words, we assume that the output depends on the input through a latent variable
Z P rrs, illustrated by the graphical modelX

ΓÝÑ Z
λÝÑ Y , encapsulating the conditional

independence assumption LawrY | X,Zs “ LawrY | Zs. In this case, Γ and λ correspond
to the transition matrices to and from the latent state, respectively:

Γkj “ P
“
Z “ k | X “ j

‰
, λik “ P

“
Y “ i | Z “ k

‰
. (12)
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Note that we can interpret Γkj P r0, 1s as a (soft) affiliation of input category j to the
latent state k. As we will see below, the DBMR solution in fact yields binary estimates
Γkj P t0, 1u, interpreted as hard affiliations as in Definition 1.

Since (11) can be split into two optimization problems, one for π and one for Λ,
estimating the factors λ and Γ from the observation data D via maximum likelihood
estimation reduces to maximizing

ℓpλ,Γq :“ log PrD | λΓs “
mÿ

i“1

nÿ

j“1

Nij logpλΓqij , (13)

over all pairs pλ,Γq of left stochastic matrices. Since the full model P “ pP maximizes (11)
without the low rank constraint, we obtain the natural bound ℓpλ,Γq ď ℓpP, Idnq. Since
(13) has no closed-form maximizer, [GH17] suggest to relax the problem and maximize
a lower bound of ℓ,

ℓ̂pλ,Γq :“
mÿ

i“1

nÿ

j“1

rÿ

k“1

NijΓkj log λik ď ℓpλ,Γq, (14)

where we applied Jensen’s inequality. This leads to the following formulation:

Problem 2 (DBMR): Given a count matrix N P N
mˆn and a fixed rank

r ď minpm,nq, find left stochastic matrices λ P R
mˆr and Γ P R

rˆn that
maximize ℓ̂ given by (14).

The DBMR algorithm 2 suggested by [GH17] maximizes ℓ̂pλ,Γq by an alternating
optimization over λ and Γ with a computational cost that is linear inm and n: Maximizing
ℓ̂pλ,Γq for fixed Γ yields a unique optimum

λik “
řn

j“1 ΓkjNijřm
i1“1

řn
j1“1 Γkj1Ni1j1

. (15)

On the other hand, for any fixed left stochastic matrix λ, maximizing ℓ̂pλ,Γq with respect
to Γ decouples into n separate linear programs [GH17, Suppl. p. 19] solved by

Γkj “
#
1, k “ argmaxk1

řm
i“1Nij log λik

1

0, else.
(16)

Possible non-uniqueness of the argmax is resolved such that there is only one nonzero
entry in every column of Γ. This means that solutions to the DBMR problem necessarily
describe binary (or hard) affiliations Γkj P t0, 1u of the input states j P rns to the latent
states k P rrs as in Definition 1. The fact that the partial updates (15) and (16) are
available in closed form motivates the alternating procedure described in Algorithm 2,
introducing the iteration counter h.

We note that ℓ̂pλ,Γq is concave with respect to both λ and Γ, individually. Thus,
ℓ̂pλphq,Γphqq increases in h. Since there are only finitely many values that Γ can take,

12



Algorithm 2 DBMR algorithm from [GH17].

1: Input: Data subsumed into the count matrix N , number of latent states r P N, and
maximum iteration number hmax

2: Set random stochastic matrix Γp0q P t0, 1urˆn and h “ 0
3: Set λp0q by evaluating (15) for Γ “ Γp0q

4: while ℓ̂pλphq,Γphqq ‰ ℓ̂pλph´1q,Γph´1qq and h ă hmax do

5: Set Γph`1q by evaluating (16) for λ “ λphq

6: Set λph`1q by evaluating (15) for Γ “ Γph`1q

7: h Ð h ` 1
8: end while

9: Output: λ “ λphq and Γ “ Γphq

the algorithm converges, but possibly to a maximum of ℓ̂ that is only local (with respect
to the updates (15) and (16)). A practical alternative stopping criterion is to stop if the
relaxed likelihood ℓ̂ shows small improvements that are below a given threshold. Since
the algorithm might only find a locally optimal solution, it is usually run several times
with independent random initializations Γp0q, and the result with the highest relaxed
likelihood value is taken.

Remark 4: Note that (16) implies that ΓΓJ is a diagonal matrix: the rows of Γ are
orthogonal, but typically not orthonormal. In Orthogonal NMF, as mentioned in section
1.2, the orthogonality requirement would translate to ΓΓJ “ IdK . If Γ has full rank, this
can be achieved by the replacement Γ Ñ DΓ, using a diagonal scaling D; cf. [DLPP06,
below equation (10)]. In this case we also have λΓ “

`
λD´1

˘
pDΓq, where the factors

in the parentheses fulfill the requirements of Orthogonal NMF. DBMR hence yields a
particular form of Orthogonal NMF.

DBMR as maximum likelihood estimate on a constraint set. For fixed m,n P N and
for r P N, r ď mintm,nu, denote

Dr
Λ :“

 
Λ “ λΓ P R

mˆn | λ P R
mˆr
ě0 , Γ P t0, 1urˆn both left stochastic

(
. (17)

The set Dr
Λ comprises the set of transition matrices that we consider as low rank

approximations (more precisely, as approximations of rank at most r) to the full-rank
transition matrix P . The salient feature (in addition to the low rank constraint) is the
sparsity assumption Γ P t0, 1urˆn which, by the left stochasticity of Γ, leads to the
interpretation of Γ as a (hard) affiliation matrix, see Definition 1.

If we restrict the maximum likelihood estimation from section 4.1 to the set Dr
Λ,

Λ˚ “ argmax
ΛPDr

Λ

#
mÿ

i“1

nÿ

j“1

Nij log Λij

+
, (18)

then we obtain an alternative derivation of the DBMR algorithm:

13



Lemma 5: The maximizers of ℓ̂ in (14), setting Λ˚ “ λ˚Γ˚, coincide with the solutions
to (18). In other words, the maximizers of ℓ and ℓ̂ coincide if we restrict the considerations
to binary Γ.

Proof. According to [GH17], any maximizer Λ˚ “ λ˚Γ˚ of ℓ̂ satisfies Λ˚ P Dr
Λ. Note that

the inequality in (14) follows from Jensen’s inequality,
řr

k“1 Γkj log λik ď log
řr

k“1 λikΓkj,

and is, in fact, an equality whenever Γ is a binary left stochastic matrix. Hence, ℓ and ℓ̂

coincide on Dr
Λ (when this set is viewed as the set of admissible pairs pλ,Γq in (17)).

It is well known that maximum likelihood estimation is inherently related to Kullback–
Leibler minimization [Was04, Section 9.5]. The following remark establishes this connection
in the specific context of DBMR:

Remark 6 (Connection to Kullback–Leibler divergences): As mentioned in section 2,
the joint distribution of the data pX,Y q is described by the probability values Pijpj “
P rY “ i,X “ js (which are proportional to Nij). We can likewise describe the joint
distribution of the DBMR output by Λijpj, where Λ P Dr

Λ. The DBMR objective (18)
can be rewritten in the form

Λ˚ “ argmin
ΛPDr

Λ

DKLptPijpju } tΛijpjuq, (19)

where, with slight abuse of notation, we naturally extend the definition of DKL from
section 2 to matrices associated with joint distributions. In other words, DBMR attempts
to match the true joint distribution in the Kullback–Leibler sense, while obeying the rank
and sparsity constraints imposed by Dr

Λ. Indeed,

DKLptPijpju } tΛijpjuq “
ÿ

i,j

log

ˆ
Pijpj

Λijpj

˙
Pijpj 9

ÿ

i,j

Nij plogPij ´ log Λijq . (20)

Clearly, minimizing (20) is equivalent to maximizing (18), since
ř

i,j Nij log Pij does not
depend on Λ.

Remark 7: In the case when the count matrix N is of low effective dimensionality, that
is, when rankN “ rr ă r, a natural question is whether the DBMR output Λ˚ P Dr

Λ

lies in the smaller set Drr
Λ, i.e., whether DBMR automatically identifies the low rank

structure of N . In general, this is not the case: Consider two linearly independent vectors
a, b P R

m, m ě 3, and P “ ra, a
2

` b
2
, bs P R

mˆ3 (recall that N is simply a scaled version
of P , implying here that rankN “ rankP “ rr “ 2). For r “ 3, the best approximation
of P within Dr

Λ is clearly P itself, by choosing λ˚ “ P and Γ˚ “ Id3. This solution is
unique up to permutations of the columns of λ˚ and rows of Γ˚, respectively, since, for
any affiliation matrix Γ P R

3ˆ3 with rankΓ ă 3 and any λ P R
mˆ3, the product λΓ has

at least two identical columns and cannot coincide with P . Clearly, the above solution
Λ˚ “ λ˚Γ˚ maximizes the likelihood in (13) and coincides with the DMBR output, at
least for appropriate initializations (e.g. Γp0q “ Id3).

Remark 8 (Choice of r): Statistical approaches towards model selection may be applied
to the problem of choosing an appropriate latent dimensionality r, see, for instance,
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[Gil20, Section 5.2]. In the context of DBMR, Akaike’s information criterion (AIC)
[Aka74] as an estimator of the relative expectation of Kullback–Leibler distance based
on maximized log-likelihood has been suggested by [GH17]. For the this setting, the
AIC for the reduced model is defined by

AICpλ,Γq :“ 2rpn ` mq ´ 2ℓ̂pλ,Γq, (21)

where rpn ` mq is the number of estimated parameters in λ and Γ and ℓ̂ is the DBMR
objective defined by (14). The term 2rpn`mq in (21) is a bias-correction term depending
on the number of latent states r. The optimal integer value of r can be obtained by
performing the DBMR algorithm with different numbers of r (i.e., r “ 1, 2, 3, ...) and
then selecting the reduced model with the minimal AIC value in (21).

5. Relations between the full and the reduced model

5.1. DBMR as a projection

In order to analyze the approximation properties of the reduced model Λ “ λΓ provided
by DBMR, we will consider the (hard) affiliation matrix Γ fixed throughout this section
(assume e.g. that it has already been computed). Then, in view of (15), DBMR
constructs the low rank approximation Λ of P as follows: For each k “ 1, . . . , r,

• compute the column λ‚k as the weighted average of the columns of P associated
with k: λ‚k 9 řn

j“1 ΓkjpjP‚j ,

• replace the columns of P associated with k by this average: Λ‚j “ λ‚k if Γkj “ 1.

The crucial observation in this section is that this process can be rewritten as a composition
of P with a projection Π,

Λ “ λΓ “ PΠ, (22)

as illustrated by the following example:

Example 9: Let n “ 5 and r “ 2 and assume that we have already computed

Γ “
ˆ

1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 1

˙
.

Then the observation described above concerning the λ-update-step (15) within DBMR
can be illustrated as follows:

group columns of PÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
according to Γ

P “
`
P‚1 P‚2 P‚3 P‚4 P‚5

˘

averageÝÝÝÝÝÑ
columns

λ “
´

λ‚1 “ p1P‚1`p2P‚2

p1`p2
λ‚2 “ p3P‚3`p4P‚4`p5P‚5

p3`p4`p5

¯

augmentÝÝÝÝÝÑ Λ “ λΓ “
`
λ‚1 λ‚1 λ‚2 λ‚2 λ‚2

˘
.
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Clearly, this procedure of obtaining Λ “ λΓ can be written as a matrix product Λ “ PΠ
for

Π “

¨
˚̊
˚̊
˚̊
˚̋

p1
p1`p2

p1
p1`p2

0 0 0
p2

p1`p2

p2
p1`p2

0 0 0

0 0 p3
p3`p4`p5

p3
p3`p4`p5

p3
p3`p4`p5

0 0 p4
p3`p4`p5

p4
p3`p4`p5

p4
p3`p4`p5

0 0 p5
p3`p4`p5

p5
p3`p4`p5

p5
p3`p4`p5

˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚

.

This motivates the definition of Π in (23) below.

Remark 10: The procedure and example above explain why DBMR provides “good”
low rank approximations Λ of P and why it identifies coherent pairs: P is a maximum
likelihood estimate and Λ maximizes the same likelihood, but within the set Dr

Λ of low
rank matrices, cf. (18). Hence, indirectly, Λ results to be as “close” to P as possible. In
view of the discussion above, the best way to be “close” to P is to group its columns
by similarity (and this clustering then defines Γ). This way, each column in P does not
differ too much from the corresponding average column in Λ. As a consequence, in terms
of coherence, the states within each group (i.e. partition element) evolve with similar
probability vectors, hence “coherently”.

After establishing equation (22) in Theorem 18 below, together with several properties
of Π, we leverage this result to draw conclusions about the relationship between the full
model P and the low rank model Λ “ λΓ, in particular, in the context of coherence.
More precisely, we show that the degree of coherence (measured by the sum of leading
singular values of the corresponding matrix as in section 3) associated to the DBMR
approximation is bounded from above by the one of the full model (cf. Proposition 14),
CpΛq ď CpP q.

In what follows, we work with the full and low rank transition matrices P and Λ as
well as with their rescaled versions rP “ D

´1{2
q PD

1{2
p P R

mˆn, rΛ “ D
´1{2
q ΛD

1{2
p , see (6)

and section 3. To identify the projection Π in (22), recall the assignment γ : rns Ñ rrs
associated to a fixed (hard) affiliation matrix Γ P R

rˆn from Definition 1. Motivated by
Example 9, we define Π P R

nˆn
ě0 and rΠ “ D

´1{2
p ΠD

1{2
p by

Πij “
pi δγpiqγpjqř
l plδγplqγpiq

, rΠij “
?
pipj δγpiqγpjqř
l plδγplqγpiq

, (23)

noting that here and in subsequent sections, rΠ serves as an auxiliary object that facilitates
computations. Indeed, it is straightforward to verify that rΠ is an orthogonal projection
(cf. Lemma 24 in Appendix B). Consequently, Π is a p´1-orthogonal projection, meaning
that Π2 “ Π and that Π is p´1-symmetric:

xΠx, yyp´1 “ xx,Πyyp´1, for all x, y P R
n. (24)

The following result confirms the relation (22) and clarifies the structure of Π in terms of
its eigenvector decomposition. An important role is played by the set Ranγ “ γprnsq Ă
rrs, which we refer to as the set of active latent states.
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Theorem 11 (DBMR as a projection): Let Γ P t0, 1urˆn be a hard affiliation matrix
(according to Definition 1) and λ be given by (15). Then Π as defined in (23) is a
left stochastic and p´1-orthogonal projection which satisfies λΓ “ PΠ. Moreover, Π has
the following properties:

(a) The rank of Π coincides with the number of active latent states, rankΠ “ #Ranγ.
In particular, rankΠ ď r.

(b) The vectors apkq P R
n, associated to active latent states k P Ranγ Ď rrs and defined

by

a
pkq
i :“ piδγpiqk , i “ 1, . . . , n, (25)

are eigenvectors of Π with eigenvalue 1, i.e., Πapkq “ apkq. They span the image
space of Π, that is,

Spantak : k P Ran γu “ RanΠ. (26)

The supports of the vectors apkq are disjoint, that is, a
pkq
i a

plq
i “ 0, for all i and all

k ‰ l. In particular, these vectors are orthogonal as well as p-orthogonal.

Hence, the vector p “ ř
kPRanγ a

pkq is also an eigenvector of Π with eigenvalue 1.

(c) The DBMR output Λ “ λΓ respects the final distribution in the sense that Λp “ q.

Proof. The proof is given in Appendix B.

Remark 12: Let us comment on the previous result.

(a) Note that the assumptions in Theorem 11 on Γ and λ are satisfied at any (completed)
iteration of the DBMR algorithm; convergence is not required.

(b) For a fixed (active) latent state k P rrs, it is natural to consider the corresponding
set γ´1ptkuq comprised of the states in rns that are mapped to k. The disjoint
union

Ť
k γ

´1ptkuq “ rns can then be viewed as a coarse-graining of the input set
rns induced by the assignment γ. Theorem 11 shows that this interpretation persists
at the level of the projection Π, and that its range encodes the same information.
Indeed, the eigenvectors in (25) can be obtained as the restriction of p to γ´1ptkuq,

a
pkq
i “

#
pi if i P γ´1ptkuq,
0 otherwise.

(27)

Corollary 13: Let Γ P t0, 1urˆn be a hard affiliation matrix (according to Definition
1), λ be given by (15) and Λ “ λΓ. Further, let rP and rΛ be given by (6) and rΠ by (23).
Then rP ´ rΛ is orthogonal to any matrix of the form ArΠ, A P R

mˆn with respect to the
Frobenius norm. In particular, since rΛ “ rP rΠ,

} rP ´ rΛ}2F “ } rP }2F ´ }rΛ}2F . (28)
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Further, for a fixed (hard) affiliation matrix Γ P t0, 1urˆn of rank r, the choice of λ

in (15) results in a matrix rΛ that is the best approximation of rP in Frobenius norm:

rΛ “ D´1{2
q λΓD1{2

p P argmax
λ1PRmˆr

‖ rP ´ D´1{2
q λ1ΓD1{2

p ‖F . (29)

Proof. Note that for real matrices A and B of the same dimension, the Frobenius norm
is induced by the inner product xA,ByF :“ trpAJBq, where trp¨q denotes the trace. By
(6) and (23) the identity Λ “ PΠ from Theorem 11 implies rΛ “ rP rΠ. Therefore, using
the properties rΠJ “ rΠ and rΠ2 “ rΠ from Lemma 24 as well as invariance of the trace
under cyclic permutation of factors, we obtain, for each A P R

mˆn

x rP ´ rΛ, ArΠyF “ tr
´` rP ´ rΛ

˘J
ArΠ

¯
“ tr

´
rΠ
`
Id ´ rΠ

˘ rPJA
¯

“ 0. (30)

This readily implies (28).
For the last statement, let us define the diagonal matrices DN “ diagp1JNq´1, D1 “

diagp1JNΓq´1, and D2 “ diagp1JNΓJΓq´1. It is a straightforward calculation to see
that P “ NDN , D1Γ “ ΓD2, and Π “ D´1

N ΓJΓD2. Since Γ is assumed to have rank r,
ΓΓJ is invertible, yielding that for an arbitrary λ1 P R

mˆr we have

λ1Γ “ λ1D´1
1 D1Γ “ λ1D´1

1 ΓD2 “ λ1D´1
1 pΓΓJq´1ΓΓJΓD2

“ λ1D´1
1 pΓΓJq´1ΓDN D´1

N ΓJΓD2 “: A1Π

This means that λ1Γ is of the form A1Π for a suitable A1 P R
mˆn, and (29) follows

from (30).

Hence, (15) is optimal in the sense of (29) in addition to being optimal in terms of
the (relaxed) maximum likelihood from section 4.2.

Corollary 13 will be used in Corollary 20 below to relate the objectives degree of
coherence Cr and relaxed likelihood ℓ̂.

5.2. Pointwise singular value bounds

Recall that σipMq, i ě 1, denotes the i-th singular value of a matrix M , in descending
order. By Theorem 11(b), Πp “ p and hence p1{2 is a right eigenvector of rΠ with
eigenvalue 1:

rΠp1{2 “ D´1{2
p ΠD1{2

p p1{2 “ D´1{2
p Πp “ D´1{2

p p “ p1{2.

As discussed in section 3, we have that σ1p rP q “ 1 with corresponding right singular
vector p1{2. Thus, we also have that σ1p rP rΠq “ 1 with corresponding right singular
vector p1{2, since rΠ is an orthogonal projection and hence rP rΠ cannot have singular
values larger than 1. Thus, rP and rP rΠ share the same leading singular value with the
same left and right singular vector pair. As for the comparison of the other singular
values, the following holds true.
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Proposition 14: With rP defined in (6) and rΠ defined in (23), we have that

σip rP rΠq ď σip rP q, i ď mintm,nu. (31)

Proof. The claim follows from [GK78, (2.3) on pp. 27] by noting that }rΠ}2 “ 1. For
the readers’ convenience, we give a proof based on the Courant–Fischer theorem: Let us
fix i ď mintm,nu such that σip rP rΠq ą 0 (otherwise, inequality (31) holds trivially), in
particular, i ď rankprΠq. Let Fi denote the subspace spanned by the first i right singular
vectors of rP rΠ. Since the associated singular values are all nonzero, ker rΠXFi “ t0u and
thereby

dimFi “ dimtrΠf | f P Fiu “: dim rΠFi. (32)

Since rΠ is an orthogonal projection, }rΠh}2 ď }h}2 for each h P R
n, and Theorem 27

(Courant–Fischer) implies

σip rP rΠq “ min
hPFi

}h}2“1

‖ rP rΠh‖2 ď min
h̃PrΠFi

}h̃}2“1

‖ rPh̃‖2 ď max
WPWi

min
h̃PW

}h̃}2“1

‖ rPh̃‖2 “ σip rP q,

where Wi denotes the set of i-dimensional subspaces of Rn. This proves the claim.

6. Relations between the Frobenius norm and the relaxed
likelihood objectives

Recall that the degree of coherence Cr of the full matrix P and the reduced matrix Λ
is defined via the singular values of the scaled transition matrices rP “ D

´1{2
q PD

1{2
p

and rΛ “ D
´1{2
q ΛD

1{2
p , respectively, and that σiprΛq ď σip rP q for each i ď mintm,nu by

Proposition 14.
Noting that the squared Frobenius norm }¨}2F of a matrix equals the sum of its squared

singular values, it is therefore natural to measure the discrepancy between full and
reduced models by the corresponding difference in Frobenius norm. Theorem 18 below
relates } rP ´ rΛ}2F to the relaxed likelihood ℓ̂ from (14) that is maximized by DBMR,
indicating that DBMR provides a quasi-optimal solution of the (relaxed) coherence
problem (8).

Remark 15: In the context of Nonlinear Matrix Factorization, [DLP06, Equations (8)–
(10)] show that, assuming small errors and linearizing the objective around the optimum,
a maximum-likelihood estimation of nonnegative factor matrices can be connected to χ2

statistics. This leads them to the minimization of the Frobenius-norm difference of an
empirical frequency matrix and its factorized approximation as well as to a connection
to the maximum likelihood setting. They do not elaborate this any further, eventually.

More generally, Theorem 18 establishes an a posteriori bound between the two main
NMF objectives discussed in section 1, namely the Frobenius norm }A ´ BC}F and the
(generalized4) Kullback–Leibler divergence DKLpA } BCq. For this purpose, we require

4The Kullback–Leibler divergence DKLpA } BCq is generalized in the sense that A as well as BC

represent unnormalized probability distributions.
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Pinsker-like inequalities for the weighted ℓ2 norm in Appendix C. These are based on the
concept of balancedness of a vector x P R

m that we introduce in the following. Roughly
speaking, we call a vector x P R

m balanced if ‖x‖8{‖x‖1 ! 1. Note that the inequality
‖x‖8 ď ‖x‖1 holds true in general and equality only holds for (multiples of) standard
unit vectors. On the other hand, the above ratio is minimal if all entries of x have
the same modulus, i.e. xi “ ˘‖x‖8 for each i “ 1, . . . ,m. In other words, for x to be
balanced, the “mass” of the vector (measured by ‖x‖1) should not be attributed to one
or just a few entries, with the others being zero or close to zero, but should be distributed
rather evenly among the entries. More generally, q-balancedness of x indicates that the
ratio |xi|{qi is close to constant in i, with q P R

m
ą0 being a strictly positive probability

vector:

Definition 16: For m P N and a strictly positive probability vector q P R
m
ą0, we define

the balancedness and the q-balancedness of a vector x P R
m by

Bpxq :“ ‖x‖1
m‖x‖8

P r 1
m
, 1s, Bqpxq :“ ‖x‖1

maxi
|xi|
qi

P rmin
i

qi, 1s, if x ‰ 0,

and by Bp0q :“ Bqp0q :“ 1.

Remark 17: Note that Bpxq “ Bqpxq for the vector q “ p1{m, . . . , 1{mq.
Theorem 18: Let Λ P R

mˆn, λ P R
mˆr and Γ P t0, 1urˆn be left stochastic matrices

such that Λ “ λΓ and let rP and rΛ be given by (6). Further, let αj :“ αpP‚j ,Λ‚jq :“
2
3
maxi

|Pij´Λij |
Pij

P r0,8s, j “ 1, . . . , n,

κp1q
q :“ 1

2
min

j“1,...,n
BqpP‚j ´ Λ‚jq,

κp2q
q :“ 1

2
min

j“1,...,n
BqpP‚jqp1 ´ αjq,

κpr :“ mini qi{2 and κpost :“ maxpκp1q
q , κ

p2q
q q. Then, κpost ě κpr and, for κ P tκpr, κpostu,

} rP ´ rΛ}2F ď κ´1
nÿ

j“1

pjDKLpP‚j } Λ‚jq “ 1

κS

´
ℓ̂pP, Idnq ´ ℓ̂pλ,Γq

¯
, (33)

where ℓ̂ is the DBMR objective given by (14).

Proof. Note that κpost ě κpr by the definition of κ
p1q
q and Bq, so it suffices to to prove

(33) for κ “ κpost. Observe that Pijpj “ Nij{S for any i “ 1, . . . ,m and j “ 1, . . . , n, and

that ℓpλ,Γq “ ℓ̂pλ,Γq, since Γ is an affiliation matrix, cf. (13)–(14). Hence, Proposition 26
implies (note that we do not need to verify the condition αj ă 1 for each j “ 1, . . . , n,
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since, in this case, κ
p2q
q ă 0 and κ “ κ

p1q
q )

} rP ´ rΛ}2F “
mÿ

i“1

nÿ

j“1

1

qi
pPij ´ Λijq2pj

ď min

ˆ nÿ

j“1

pj

mÿ

i“1

pPij ´ Λijq2
qi

,
1

mini qi

nÿ

j“1

pj}P‚j ´ Λ‚j}22
˙

ď κ´1
nÿ

j“1

pjDKLpP‚j } Λ‚jq

“ κ´1
nÿ

j“1

pj

mÿ

i“1

Pij log
Pij

Λij

“ pκSq´1

˜
nÿ

j“1

mÿ

i“1

Nij log Pij ´
mÿ

i“1

nÿ

j“1

Nij log
rÿ

k“1

λikΓkj

¸

“ pκSq´1

˜
nÿ

j“1

mÿ

i“1

Nij

nÿ

k“1

δkj logPik ´
mÿ

i“1

nÿ

j“1

Nij

rÿ

k“1

Γkj log λik

¸

“ pκSq´1

ˆ
ℓ̂pP, Idnq ´ ℓ̂pλ,Γq

˙
.

For the interpretation of this result, a few remarks are in order.

Remark 19:

(a) Note that (33) provides a (weaker) a priori bound for κ “ κpr and a (sharper) a
posteriori estimate for κ “ κpost due to its dependence on the solution Λ of the
DBMR problem.

(b) In the proof of Theorem 18 we used only two of the four inequalities established

in Proposition 26. Using all four inequalities, defining κ :“ maxpκp1q, κ
p1q
q , κp2q, κ

p2q
q q

with

κp1q :“ m
2

min
i“1,...,m

qi min
j“1,...,n

BpP‚j ´ Λ‚jq,

κp2q :“ m
2

min
i“1,...,m

qi min
j“1,...,n

BpP‚jqp1 ´ αjq,

one would obtain a seemingly sharper bound in (33). However,

κp1q
q “ 1

2
min

j“1,...,n

‖P‚j ´ Λ‚j‖1

maxi
|Pij´Λij |

qi

ě mini qi
2

min
j

‖P‚j ´ Λ‚j‖1
‖P‚j ´ Λ‚j‖8

“ κp1q,

κp2q
q “ 1

2
min
j

1 ´ αj

maxi
Pij

qi

ě mini qi
2

min
j

1 ´ αj

‖P‚j‖8
“ κp2q,

so this would not lead to an improvement over Theorem 18.
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(c) Clearly, the higher the q-balancedness BqpP‚jq of P‚j in the formula of κ
p2q
q is for each

j “ 1, . . . , n, the sharper the inequality (33) becomes. Note that this balancedness is
large (for fixed j) if P‚j « q. The dynamic interpretation of P‚j « q is that the state
j is mapped to a distribution that is close to the final distribution q. If that is true
for every j, then there is little coherence in the system, as P « q1J

rns, with singular
values σ1 “ 1 and σn « 0, n ě 2. In contrast, κ

p1q
q is large if the q-balancedness of

the difference, BqpP‚j ´ Λ‚jq, is large for each j “ 1, . . . , n. On the one hand, this
seems to be a less restrictive requirement than the previous one. On the other hand,
it is harder to characterize a priori, as all we know about the columns of P and Λ is
that they are probability vectors, hence their difference has zero mean.

(d) DBMR maximizes ℓ̂pλ,Γq over all pairs of stochastic matrices of given fixed di-
mensions, cf. Problem 2. Thus, within the bound given in Theorem 18, DBMR
minimizes the Frobenius norm of the difference between the full model and the low
rank model. By the Eckart–Young–Mirsky theorem [HE15, Theorem 4.4.7], the best
rank-r approximation of a matrix with respect to the Frobenius norm is given by
the composition of the leading r singular modes of the matrix, cf. (10). Theorem 18
thus states that the optimal DBMR solution is a quasi-optimal approximation of the
leading r singular modes of rP , and hence to the coherence problem, as discussed in
section 3. In particular, the bound in (33) is zero if P “ Λ, as any reasonably tight
bound of } rP ´ rΛ}F should be.

(e) The seeming dependence of (33) on S is deceptive, since ℓ̂ itself scales “linearly”
with S. More precisely, the right-hand side of the bound converges almost surely as
S Ñ 8, if the data acquisition procedure is such that 1

S
N converges almost surely

for S Ñ 8. This is obvious from (14). The i.i.d. sampling procedure assumed in
section 2 satisfies this condition by the law of large numbers.

(f) We note that a related “balancedness” concept plays a role in a different a posteriori
refinement of Pinsker’s inequality [OW05, Theorem 2.1], relating the total variation
distance and the Kullback–Leibler divergence.

An alternative interpretation to Theorem 18 arises by invoking Corollary 13.

Corollary 20: Under the assumptions of Theorem 18,

CrpΛq ě 1

κS

´
ℓ̂pλ,Γq ´ ℓ̂pP, Idnq

¯
`
›› rP

››2
F
. (34)

Proof. Using Corollary 13 and noting that all singular values of rΛ satisfy σiprΛq P r0, 1s,
we obtain

CrpΛq “
rÿ

i“1

σiprΛq ě
rÿ

i“1

σ2
i prΛq “

››rΛ
››2
F

“ } rP }2F ´ } rP ´ rΛ}2F .

The claim follows directly from Theorem 18.

Therefore, relying on the a priori error bound in (33) with κ “ κpr, an increase of
the DBMR objective ℓ̂pλ,Γq results in a sharper lower bound on the degree of coherence
in Λ “ λΓ.
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7. Numerical examples

We will consider two examples and compare the performance of Algorithm 2 imple-
menting DBMR [GH17] which is available as open access, see section 9, with Algorithm 1
implementing the classical approach to coherence. In the first example we model a
transition matrix with two perfectly coherent partition elements where one of these
elements can again be subdivided into two strongly, but not perfectly coherent sets.
The second example is a discrete version of a map with three large (and several small)
coherent sets; see [FLS10, Example 1]. In each example we consider three different
perturbations of the transition matrix: unperturbed (ε “ 0), slightly perturbed (ε “ 2
or 1) and strongly perturbed (ε “ 10 or 4) in the following sense: Each data point
px, yq P D is replaced by a uniform random point from the set

`
px ` t´ε, . . . , εuqmod n

˘
ˆ
`
py ` t´ε, . . . , εuqmod n

˘
. (35)

Note that we assume the states to be ordered periodically, i.e., states 1 and n are
adjacent. For DBMR we perform 100 independent runs with randomly generated initial
affiliation matrices Γp0q (i.e., the columns of this matrix are independent uniform random
samples of the r canonical unit vectors) and the best result in terms of the DBMR
objective (14) is taken. The following criteria for coherence are considered for the
comparison between DBMR and the classical approach with r “ 3 latent states:

(a) The second and third singular values σ2, σ3 (note that σ1 “ 1 by construction) of
the low rank projected (and reweighted) transition matrices rΛ (of DBMR) and of
rP red of the classical approach (note that, by construction, the latter coincide with
the ones of the full rank transition matrix rP ) are presented in Tables 1 and 2.

(b) The DBMR objective (14) is evaluated for the resulting affiliation matrices ‘DBMR-
Γ’ and ‘SVD-Γ’ (which naturally correspond to partitions by (4)) of Algorithms 1
and 2, and compared to the ‘default’ affiliation matrix ‘default-Γ’ given by our
construction of the example (see the descriptions below). For this purpose, the
corresponding matrix λ is chosen to maximize ℓ̂p¨,Γq in (14) and, hence, is given
by (15). In addition, we compare these values to the ‘reference value’ ℓ̂pP, Idnq of
the unreduced model. The corresponding values are presented in Tables 1 and 2.

(c) Finally, we compare the objectives of the different model reduction tools by con-
sidering the tightness of the bound in Theorem 18. Recall from Corollary 20 that
the quantity } rP ´ rΛ}2F is approximately monotonic in the degree of coherence C
introduced in Definition 2. More precisely, the larger CpΛq, the smaller } rP ´ rΛ}2F .
Tables 1 and 2 show both sides of the inequality (33) for Λ obtained in the best
DBMR run. In addition, Figure 5 in Appendix E illustrates in how far the two
objectives } rP ´ rΛ}2F and ℓ̂ are in line by comparing their values for a large number
of corresponding pairs pλ,Γq.

(d) A visual comparison is performed in Figures 1 and 2 by plotting the transition matrix
P and its reduced versions Pred (SVD)5 and Λ “ λΓ (DBMR), where larger transition

5Note that Pred can have negative entries, so it need not be a transition matrix.
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probabilities correspond to darker shades of gray. In addition, the partitions of the
input states corresponding to the respective affiliation matrices (default-Γ, SVD-Γ
and DBMR-Γ) are color-coded in yellow, green and red on the bottom line of the
matrix images.

Example 21 (three coherent sets): Our first example is an idealized dynamics having
two perfectly coherent sets, one of which can further be subdivided into two less coherent
sets. We take n “ m “ 100 input and output states and define the coherent sets
E1 “ t1, . . . , 25u, E2 “ t26, . . . , 50u, and E3 “ t51, . . . , 100u which partition both rns
and rms. The data set D consists of S “ 25000 pairs pXu, Yuq, u “ 1, . . . , S, and is
constructed such that

Nij “

$
’’&
’’%

8, i, j P E1 or i, j P E2,

2, i P E1, j P E2 or i P E2, j P E1,

5, i, j P E3,

0, otherwise.

Hence, there are
řm

i“1Nij “ 250 transitions out of every state. As discussed above, we
also consider two perturbed version of the above data given by (35) for ε “ 2, 10.

The resulting coherence criteria (a), (b), (c) and (d) described above are summarized
in Table 1 and visualized in Figure 1. Note that the rank of the unperturbed transition
matrix P is r “ 3, allowing the truncated SVD to match the exact transition matrix.
Also, since P has only three different columns, the DBMR result with r “ 3 latent states
coincides with P (cf. Example 9). As expected, in both the full and the reduced models,
coherence (measured by the singular values) as well as the values of ℓ̂, are decreasing
with increasing perturbation strength. We observe that, for unperturbed and slightly
perturbed data, the reduced models as well as the partitions visualized in Figure 1 are
rather similar, as are the singular values σ2, σ3 and the values of ℓ̂ in Table 1. On the other
hand, for strong perturbations (ε “ 10), we report larger differences in all of the above
criteria, suggesting that the two objectives C3 and ℓ̂ are not entirely aligned. Finally, we
consider the tightness of the inequality (33) in Table 1 (c). Since the transition matrix
P in the unperturbed case has rank three, DBMR is exact and both values are below
machine precision. We observe for the perturbed cases that there is a factor of 10 between
the left-hand side and right-hand side of the inequality, which could be indicative of the
different nature of the objectives that are optimized in Problem 1 and Problem 2.

Example 22 (piecewise expanding interval map): In our second example, the number
of input and output states equals n “ m “ 90 with 90 transitions out of every state,
totaling S “ 8100 data points. Each input state j is paired, with equal frequencies,
with three output states i such that Nij “ 30 for the corresponding pairs. We do not
explicitly write down how these three output states are chosen, but instead refer the
reader to Figure 2 (top left) as well as to [FLS10, Example 1], which this example was
inspired by. The sets E1 “ t1, . . . , 30u, E2 “ t31, . . . , 60u, and E3 “ t61, . . . , 90u are
perfectly coherent (their output ‘partners’ being E2, E3, and E1, respectively). There
are also smaller perfectly coherent sets, for instance t61, 80, 81u, of which the output
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Figure 1: Coherent set identification for Example 21 with r “ 3 clusters and 3 different
sizes of perturbation: left: unperturbed; center: slightly perturbed, right:
strongly perturbed. Top: Full transition matrix P . Middle: Reduced
transition matrix Pred obtained within the classical Algorithm 1. Bottom:
Reduced transition matrix Λ “ λΓ of the DBMR Algorithm 2. The coloring
on the bottom line of each plot corresponds to the clustering given by the
corresponding affiliation matrix Γ (or partition E), i.e. default-Γ (top), SVD-Γ
(middle) and DBMR-Γ (bottom).
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Figure 2: Coherent set identification for Example 22 with r “ 3 clusters and 3 different
sizes of perturbation: left: unperturbed; center: slightly perturbed, right:
strongly perturbed. Top: Full transition matrix P . Middle: Reduced
transition matrix Pred obtained within the classical Algorithm 1. Bottom:
Reduced transition matrix Λ “ λΓ of the DBMR Algorithm 2. The coloring
on the bottom line of each plot corresponds to the clustering given by the
corresponding affiliation matrix Γ (or partition E), i.e. default-Γ (top), SVD-Γ
(middle) and DBMR-Γ (bottom).
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Perturbation ε “ 0 ε “ 2 ε “ 10

(a)
σ2p rP q σ3p rP q 1.000 0.600 0.939 0.545 0.725 0.362

σ2prΛq σ3prΛq 1.000 0.600 0.918 0.528 0.702 0.071

(b)

ℓ̂pλ,Γq for default-Γ ´0.954 ¨ 105 ´0.997 ¨ 105 ´1.077 ¨ 105

ℓ̂pλ,Γq for SVD-Γ ´0.954 ¨ 105 ´0.997 ¨ 105 ´1.076 ¨ 105

ℓ̂pλ,Γq for DBMR-Γ ´0.954 ¨ 105 ´0.997 ¨ 105 ´1.072 ¨ 105

reference value ℓ̂pP, Idnq ´0.954 ¨ 105 ´0.951 ¨ 105 ´1.012 ¨ 105

(c)

} rP ´ rΛ}2F 5.2083 ¨ 10´31 0.4123 0.5443

κ´1
řn

j“1 pjDKLpP‚j } Λ‚jq 8.2991 ¨ 10´17 4.3351 3.9866

κ 0.1562p2q 0.0424p1q 0.0621p1q

Table 1: Coherence criteria (a), (b) and (c) discussed above for the comparison of the
classical approach to coherence (Algorithm 1) and DBMR (Algorithm 2). In
the last row, the superscript 1 or 2 indicates whether κ “ κ

p1q
q or κ “ κ

p2q
q .

‘partner’ is t1, 2, 3u. There are, in fact, 30 such 3-element coherent sets, and arbitrary
unions of them are also perfectly coherent. Note that the smaller a coherent set, the
more its coherence will be affected by the perturbations. For the small perturbation we
use ε “ 1 and for the large one we use ε “ 4, cf. Figure 2 (top middle and right).

The coherence criteria (a), (b), (c) and (d) described above are reported in Table 2
and visualized in Figure 2. In the unperturbed case, Algorithms 1 and 2 both identified
perfectly coherent sets that we comment on in Remark 23 below. In the slightly
perturbed case, the ℓ̂-value of DBMR-Γ was worse than the ones of default-Γ and SVD-
Γ. This shows that, even with a large number of 100 independent runs, DBMR was
incapable of identifying the global optimum of ℓ̂, which we attribute to the large number
of small coherent sets (in the unperturbed case), presumably resulting in a large number
of local optima. We did not observe this issue in the strongly perturbed case, where both
Algorithms 1 and 2 identified the default partition. This suggests that the perturbation
of ε “ 4 was sufficient to ‘smoothen out’ many of the local optima. We also point out
that, compared to Example 21, the inequality (33) is sharper — the deviating factor is
between 2 and 8 rather than 10.

Remark 23: In Example 22 with no perturbation, visualized in Figure 2 (left), there
is a large number of small perfectly coherent sets. Hence, each partitioning of these sets
into three groups will again produce perfectly coherent sets. In that sense, both the
classical Algorithm 1 and the DBMR Algorithm 2 identify perfectly coherent sets (we
verified that the sum of the leading three singular values of rΛ “ D

´1{2
q λΓD

1{2
p , i.e. the
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Perturbation ε “ 0 ε “ 1 ε “ 4

(a)
σ2p rP q σ3p rP q 1.0000 1.0000 0.9849 0.9846 0.8961 0.8948

σ2prΛq σ3prΛq 1.0000 1.0000 0.9548 0.9234 0.8518 0.8400

(b)

ℓ̂pλ,Γq for default-Γ ´0.2755 ¨ 105 ´0.2828 ¨ 105 ´0.3002 ¨ 105

ℓ̂pλ,Γq for SVD-Γ ´0.3212 ¨ 105 ´0.2828 ¨ 105 ´0.3002 ¨ 105

ℓ̂pλ,Γq for DBMR-Γ ´0.2755 ¨ 105 ´0.2861 ¨ 105 ´0.3002 ¨ 105

reference value ℓ̂pP, Idnq ´0.0890 ¨ 105 ´0.1817 ¨ 105 ´0.2531 ¨ 105

(c)

} rP ´ rΛ}2F 27.000 7.5525 2.0543

κ´1
řn

j“1 pjDKLpP‚j } Λ‚jq 69.0776 40.3973 15.6709

κ 0.0333p1q 0.0319p1q 0.0370p1q

Table 2: Coherence criteria (a), (b) and (c) discussed above for the comparison of the
classical approach to coherence (Algorithm 1) and DBMR (Algorithm 2). In
the last row, the superscript 1 or 2 indicates whether κ “ κ

p1q
q or κ “ κ

p2q
q .

degree of coherence C3pp, λΓq, has the maximal possible value of r “ 3, pλ,Γq being the
DBMR output), showing that this DBMR result is not inferior to the classical one with
respect to our measure of coherence. Furthermore, DBMR performs a partitioning into
groups of equal size (30 states each), cf. Figure 2 (bottom left), while the group sizes
resulting from the classical approach (namely 84{3{3) strongly differ, cf. Figure 2 (middle
left). As argued by [FSM10] in the context of r “ 2 coherent sets, equal group size is a
preferable property in terms of coherence. In fact, [FSM10, Section III.A] imposes the
two coherent sets to have approximately the same mass. In that sense, the DBMR result
is preferable to the one of the classical approach. Note that this preferable property of
coherent sets having large size is not reflected by our measures of coherence, namely the
objective in (3) and the degree of coherence in Definition 2.

Classical approach versus DBMR for coherent set identification. In this manuscript,
we have compared analytically as well as empirically the performance of two approaches
to identify coherent sets of dynamical systems — the classical approach (Algorithm 1)
and DBMR (Algorithm 2). Let us shortly summarize the advantages and disadvantages
of using DBMR for this task:

On the one hand, DBMR performs worse in terms of coherence given our measure of
coherence (see Definition 2). This is almost a tautology since the classical approach by
construction maximizes the degree of coherence Cr, whilst DBMR optimizes a different
objective. Furthermore, DBMR comes with the risk of running into local maxima of ℓ̂,
cf. Example 22 with slight perturbation.
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On the other hand, DBMR seems to promote large coherent sets (an attractive
property in many settings of applied interest), whilst the classical approach might
identify coherent sets that are very small, cf. Remark 23 and Example 22 with no
perturbation. In this light, the DBMR objective might be preferred, but future work
developing a systematic comparison between optimization objectives for coherent sets
is needed. In this direction, we conjecture that the entropic characterization of DBMR
(see Remark 6) can be shown to provide a theoretical foundation for the observed size-
sensitive properties of DBMR.

The ‘reduced transition matrix’ λ (operating on the compound input states grouped
by Γ) of DBMR is a left stochastic matrix. Therefore, DBMR is structure preserving in
this sense, while the ‘reduced transition matrix’ rP red of the classical approach can have
negative entries and its columns typically do not sum to one. A further advantage of
DBMR might be that it does not require the approximation of the entire mn entries of
the “full” transition matrix P ; instead it estimates the rpn`mq entries (essentially, even
only rm`n entries, since Γ has only one nonzero entry per column) of the factors λ and
Γ directly from the data. [GH17] argue that the (comparatively few) matrix entries of
the low rank approximation require far less data. However, our experiments have neither
verified nor refuted this intuition.

8. Conclusion and Outlook

In this paper, we have suggested and analyzed the application of Direct Bayesian Model
Reduction (DBMR; Algorithm 2, [GH17]) for the identification of coherent sets and
compared it with the classical approach based on truncated singular value decomposition
(Algorithm 1). Both approaches perform a certain factorization of a matrix A « BC into
low rank matrices B,C, but maximize two different objectives, namely the ‘degree of
coherence’ as the sum of the leading singular values, corresponding to the minimization
of the Frobenius norm }A´ BC}F , and the relaxed likelihood ℓ̂ from (14), connected to
maximum likelihood estimation and minimization of the (generalized) Kullback–Leibler
divergence DKLpA } BCq. Therefore, on a broader scale, our contributions also establish
connections between these two central minimization problems for matrix factorization.

The above-mentioned comparison is based on two central results, Theorems 11 and 18.
The first shows that the DBMR output Λ “ λΓ can be written as a composition of the
full model P with an orthogonal projection Π, Λ “ PΠ. While this is insightful in its
own right, it also gives us the necessary tools to derive bounds on the degree of coherence
of the reduced model Λ in Proposition 14. The second theorem establishes a connection
between the Frobenius norm distance and the Kullback–Leibler divergence mentioned
above, which, to the best of our knowledge, is the first relationship of this kind. For this
purpose, we have derived certain Pinsker-type inequalities for the (weighted) ℓ2 norm in
Appendix C, which might be of independent interest.

In our numerical experiments, DBMR was able to identify meaningful coherent sets. It
is well known that DBMR can get stuck in local maxima of its objective function, which
we also observed (Example 22 with slight perturbation ε “ 1) even though we used
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a large number 100 of independent runs of DBMR. The singular values, and thereby
the degree of coherence of the corresponding reduced models was slightly inferior to
the classical approach, which is hardly surprising since the classical approach optimizes
precisely this objective. However, the additional computations in Appendix E, and in
particular Figure 5, show that the two objectives are mostly aligned, backing up our
theoretical findings from Theorem 18.

An important advantage of DBMR over the classical approach is that its low rank
model Λ “ λΓ is a product of a left stochastic matrix λ and an affiliation matrix Γ, which
has a clear probabilistic interpretation of a reduced transition matrix λ that operates on
compound states clustered by Γ. This structure preservation is missed by the classical
approach, where the ‘reduced transition matrix’ rP red can have negative entries and the
columns typically do not sum to one.

The connection between coherence—understood widely as subgroups of states subject
to similar evolution—and matrix factorization remains an active field of research and
various future directions are imaginable. It is arguable whether the sum of the leading
singular values of rP is a good measure for the ‘degree of coherence’, see the discussion
towards the end of section 7. Establishing and optimizing other objectives, such as
the DBMR objective ℓ̂ from (14), and analyzing connections between these objectives
would deepen our theoretical understanding of both matrix factorization and the study
of coherent structures. The coherence problem (3) has a symmetry in the sense that
matching partitions of both input and output space are sought. In contrast, DBMR in
its current form gives merely partitions of the input space. Future research could hence
address the development of efficient ‘symmetrized’ versions of DBMR.

9. Code availability

MATLAB code for the Bayesian-Model-Reduction-Toolkit [GH17] is available at

https://github.com/SusanneGerber/Bayesian-Model-Reduction-Toolkit,

and the adaptation for this paper is available at

https://github.com/RobertMaltePolzin/DBMR Coherence.
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A. The coherence problem: From continuous to discrete space

The coherence problem that we consider here has one of its roots in fluid dynamics.
There, the (Lagrangian) evolution of passive tracers advected by the flow field is described
by a flow φt,τ : Ω Ñ Ω on some (mostly two or three-dimensional) spatial domain Ω. The
flow is nonautonomous, and φt,τ denotes the dynamical evolution from time t to t`τ . Of
particular interest are non-trivial subsets A Ă Ω that “evolve coherently” under the flow
on some time interval rt, t ` τ s, meaning that sets φt,spAq, 0 ď s ď τ , only experience
minimal filamentation. In other words, the flow does not “disperse” the set A.

The setting can be simplified by considering the flow at only discrete time instances.
For our purposes, only two time instances are enough, say t and t ` τ . The mapping
T :“ φt,τ does not need to leave any set in some state space invariant, hence the states
at initial and final time can belong to different sets. Formally, the dynamics thus boils
down to a mapping T : Ω1 Ñ Ω2. We assume that Ω1,Ω2 are measurable spaces, T is a
measurable map, and suppress the underlying sigma algebras.

The coherence problem for the map T can now be vaguely stated as the task to
find nontrivial subsets E Ă Ω1 and F Ă Ω2 such that T pEq « F and E,F are
relatively ‘simple’ in terms of their geometry and balancedness. The latter can be
made precise by requiring that the relation T pEq « F persists under slight (random)
perturbations. We refer to [FSM10] for further details. The sets E,F are then called
a finite time coherent pair. There are precise functional-analytic formulations of this
problem available in [Fro13, Fro15]. Instead of taking this route, we can discretize the
dynamics first and state the coherence problem in the discrete setting directly. This
was done in [FSM10] to arrive at a problem that is numerically accessible via matrix
analysis. The same setting arises in situations where a precise observation of the state
of the system is not possible and only quantized (discrete) observations are performed.

To get to the discrete setting, we subdivide the subsets Ω1 and Ω2 into collections
of mutually disjoint partition elements tB1, ..., Bnu and tC1, ..., Cmu, respectively. We
assume that the initial state X is an Ω1-valued random variable with law µ; thus µ is a
probability measure supported on Ω1. Let ν denote the pushforward of µ by T , i.e., the
law of Y :“ T pXq. We then define the transition matrix P P R

mˆn by

Pij “ µpBj X T´1pCiqq
νpBjq “ P rY P Ci | X P Bjs . (36)

Note that P is left stochastic, i.e., Pij ě 0 for all i, j, and
řm

i“1 Pij “ 1 for all j. We
further define the discrete distributions at initial and final times by p P R

n and q P R
m,

respectively, with

pj “ µpBjq, j “ 1, . . . , n, qi “ νpCiq, i “ 1, . . . ,m.
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It follows that the discrete initial distribution is mapped to the discrete final one by the
transition matrix,

q “ Pp. (37)

We also assume that p ą 0 and q ą 0, componentwise. If not, the associated partition
elements are removed from the sets Bj and Ci, respectively (and the sets Ω1 and Ω2 are
restricted accordingly).

The transition matrix P together with the (initial) distribution p characterize a one-
step random transition that jumps from some element Bj of the initial partition to some
element Ci of the final partition. This way, if one were to consider a sequence of partitions
with diameter converging to zero, the associated sequence of transition matrices P would
constitute a small random perturbation [Kif86] of T , see [Fro98]. Thus, formulating the
coherence problem for this discrete dynamics (see main text) will automatically deliver
coherent sets that are robust with respect to small random perturbations of T .

Finally, we note that approximating dynamical properties of T through the dis-
cretization (36) is attributed to Ulam [Ula60].

B. Proof of Theorem 11

In this section, we present the proof of Theorem 11. Here, γ : rns Ñ rrs denotes the
assignment corresponding to Γ (cf. Definition 1).

Lemma 24: The matrix rΠ P R
nˆn given by (23) is symmetric, rΠJ “ rΠ, and a

projection, rΠ2 “ rΠ. Consequently, Π is a p´1-orthogonal projection (for p´1-symmetry,
see (24)).

Proof. Symmetry of rΠ follows directly from its definition in (23) and the fact that rΠij ‰ 0

if and only if γpiq “ γpjq. In order to show that rΠ is a projection we compute

prΠ2qij “
ÿ

k

?
pipk δγpiqγpkqř
l plδγplqγpkq

?
pkpj δγpkqγpjqř
l1 pl1δγpl1qγpjq

“
?
pipj δγpiqγpjqř
l plδγplqγpiq

ÿ

k

pk δγpkqγpjqř
l1 pl1δγpl1qγpjq

“ rΠij ,

where we use the fact that nonzero terms in the first sum require γpiq “ γpjq “ γpkq. It
follows that Π is a p´1-orthogonal projection:

Π2 “ pD1{2
p

rΠD´1{2
p q2 “ D1{2

p
rΠ2D´1{2

p “ Π,

xu,Πvyp´1 “ xu,D´1{2
p

rΠD´1{2
p vy2 “ xD1{2

p
rΠD´1{2

p u,D´1
p vy2 “ xΠu, vyp´1 , u, v P R

n.

Proof of Theorem 11. Π is left stochastic by definition and a p´1-orthogonal projection
by Lemma 24. Since Nij “ SPijpj and

řm
i“1 Nij “ Spj by (5) as well as Γkj “ δkγpjq by

Definition 1, equation (15) implies

λik “
řn

j“1 ΓkjNijřm
i1“1

řn
j1“1 Γkj1Ni1j1

“
řn

j“1 δkγpjqPijpjřm
j1“1 δkγpj1qpj1

.
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Hence,

pλΓqil “
rÿ

k“1

˜řn
j“1 δkγpjqPijpjřm
j1“1 δkγpj1qpj1

δkγplq

¸
“

nÿ

j“1

Pij

pj δγpjqγplqř
j1 pj1 δγplqγpj1q

“ pPΠqil,

proving λΓ “ PΠ. The eigenvector properties in (b) follow from

´
Πapkq

¯
i

“
nÿ

j“1

piδγpiqγpjqř
l plδγplqγpiq

pjδγpjqk “ piδγpiqk

nÿ

j“1

pj δγpiqγpjqř
l plδγplqγpiq

“ a
pkq
i ,

pΠpqi “
nÿ

j“1

piδγpiqγpjqř
l plδγplqγpiq

pj “ pi

nÿ

j“1

pj δγpiqγpjqř
l plδγplqγpiq

“ pi,

where we use the fact that nonzero terms in the first sums require γpiq “ γpjq. Since Π
is a projection, any of its eigenvalues can either be 0 or 1. For (26), it is hence sufficient
to show that if xb, apkqyp´1 “ 0 for all k P Ran γ, then necessarily Πb “ 0. This follows
by noting that

xb, apkqyp´1 “
nÿ

i“1

biδγpiqk, (38)

so that
nÿ

j“1

Πijbj “
pi
řn

j“1 δγpiqγpjqbjřn
l“1 plδγplqγpiq

“ 0

if (38) is satisfied for all k P Ran γ.
The disjointness of the supports of the vectors apkq follows from their definition (and

Γ being a hard affiliation matrix). Item is now a direct consequence of (b). Item (c)
follows directly from (b) and Λ “ PΠ, Λp “ PΠp “ Pp “ q.

C. Pinsker’s inequalities for the (weighted) ℓ
2 norm

The classical formulation of Pinsker’s inequality [Tsy09, Lemma 2.5] bounds the squared
ℓ1 norm (or, equivalently, the squared total variation norm) of the difference of two
probability vectors u, v P R

m by the Kullback–Leibler divergence,

‖u ´ v‖21 ď 2DKLpu } vq. (39)

In this section, we derive a similar result for the (possibly weighted) ℓ2 norm in place of
the ℓ1 norm. While this can easily be achieved by applying the inequality ‖x‖2 ď ‖x‖1,
x P R

m, our aim is to obtain bounds that are as sharp as possible. For this purpose, we
use the concepts of balancedness and q-weighted balancedness from Definition 16 and
state four versions of Pinsker’s inequality in Proposition 26 below which are particularly
sharp in cases where either

(a) the difference u ´ v has high balancedness, or
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(b) we require a bound of the q-weighted ℓ2 norm and u´ v has high q-balancedness, or

(c) the vector u has high balancedness and the difference u ´ v is small, or

(d) we require a bound of the q-weighted ℓ2 norm, u has high q-balancedness and the
difference u ´ v is small,

respectively.

Lemma 25: For any x P R with x ą ´1,

logp1 ` xq ď x ´ x2

2
` x3

3
.

Proof. The function fpxq “ x ´ x2{2 ` x3{3 ´ logp1 ` xq satisfies fp0q “ 0 and, since
p1 ` xqf 1pxq “ x3,

f 1pxq
#

ě 0 if x ě 0,

ď 0 if ´ 1 ă x ă 0,

proving the claim by the fundamental theorem of calculus.

The following result is utilized in Theorem 18.

Proposition 26: Let u, v, q P R
m, m P N, be probability vectors such that q ą 0

(componentwise) and αpu, vq :“ 2
3
maxi

|ui´vi|
ui

P r0,8s.6 Then

(a) }u ´ v}22 ď 2DKLpu } vq
mBpu ´ vq ,

(b)
mÿ

i“1

|ui ´ vi|2
qi

ď 2DKLpu } vq
Bqpu ´ vq ,

(c) }u ´ v}22 ď 2DKLpu } vq
mBpuqp1 ´ αpu, vqq , if αpu, vq ă 1.

(d)
mÿ

i“1

|ui ´ vi|2
qi

ď 2DKLpu } vq
Bqpuqp1 ´ αpu, vqq , if αpu, vq ă 1.

Proof. Let η :“ v ´u. If η “ 0, there is nothing to show. Otherwise, Hölder’s inequality
and Pinsker’s inequality (39) yield

‖η‖22 ď ‖η‖8‖η‖1 “ ‖η‖8

‖η‖1
‖η‖21 ď 2DKLpu } vq

mBpu ´ vq ,

mÿ

i“1

|ηi|2
qi

ď max
i

|ηi|
qi

‖η‖1 “
maxi

|ηi|
qi

‖η‖1
‖η‖21 ď 2DKLpu } vq

Bqpu ´ vq ,

proving (a) and (b). In order to show (c) and (d), first note that, if vi “ 0 and ui ‰ 0
for some i, then DKLpu } vq “ 8 and there is also nothing to show. On the other hand,

6Recall the convention 0

0
“ 0.
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if ui “ 0 and vi ‰ 0 for some i, then the condition αpu, vq ă 1 is violated. Finally, if
ui “ 0 and vi “ 0 for some i, then we can reduce the dimension m by one and work
with rmsztiu without changing any of the quantities involved. Hence, we can assume
ui ‰ 0 ‰ vi for each i P rms. Now, since

ř
i ηi “ 0 and assuming that αpu, vq ă 1,

Lemma 25 implies

DKLpu } vq “ ´
mÿ

i“1

ui log

ˆ
ui ` ηi

ui

˙

ě
mÿ

i“1

ui

ˆ
´ ηi

ui
` η2i

2u2i
´ η3i

3u3i

˙

“
mÿ

i“1

η2i
2ui

ˆ
1 ´ 2ηi

3ui

˙

ě 1 ´ αpu, vq
2‖u‖8

}u ´ v}22,

proving (c). The proof of (d) goes similarly with a slight modification of the last step:

DKLpu } vq ě
mÿ

i“1

η2i
qi

qi

2ui

ˆ
1 ´ 2ηi

3ui

˙
ě 1 ´ αpu, vq

2maxi
ui

qi

mÿ

i“1

|ui ´ vi|2
qi

.

D. Courant–Fischer Theorem for Singular Values

The common formulation of the Courant–Fischer (or min-max) theorem is stated for
the eigenvalues of quadratic matrices. However, in section 3 we require a version for
singular values of an arbitrary matrix, which is a well-known consequence. Let us state
and prove the precise version that we are going to use:

Theorem 27: Let n1, n2 P N and M P R
n1ˆn2 be an arbitrary matrix with rankpMq :“

s ď minpn1, n2q and ordered positive singular values σ1 ě σ2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě σs ą 0. Further,
let M “ UΣV J be a singular value decomposition of M with Σ “ diagpσ1, . . . , σsq and
with U P R

n1ˆs, V P R
n2ˆs having orthonormal columns. Then, denoting by Wk the set

of k-dimensional subspaces of Rn2 ,

max
WPWk

min
xPW, ‖x‖2“1

‖Mx‖2 “ σk, k P rss, (40)

max
pe1,...,erq orthonormal

rÿ

k“1

‖Mek‖2 “
rÿ

k“1

σk, r P rss, (41)

where (40) is maximized by W ‹
k “ spanpV‚1, . . . , V‚kq. (with the inner minimization

problem solved by x “ V‚k), while (41) is maximized by the right singular vectors
e1 “ V‚1, . . . , er “ V‚r.
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Proof. First note that, for each k P rss, σk “
?
λk, where λ1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě λs ą 0 are the

positive eigenvalues of MJM and that

‖Mx‖22 “ xMx,Mxy2 “ xx,MJMxy2 ď ‖x‖2‖M
JMx‖2,

with equality if and only if x and MJMx are collinear, i.e. whenever x is an eigenvector
of MJM . Hence, the inequality “ď” in (40) follows directly from the classical Courant–
Fischer theorem [HJ13, Theorem 4.2.6]. To see the equality for W “ W ‹

k , consider any

x “ řk
j“1 αjV‚j P W ‹

k , α P R
k, and observe that

‖Mx‖22 “ ‖
kÿ

j“1

αjσjU‚j‖
2
2 “

kÿ

j“1

pαjσjq2 ě σ2
k

kÿ

j“1

α2
j “ σ2

k‖x‖
2
2,

with equality for x “ V‚k.
To see (41), note that a recursive application of (40) implies the inequality “ď” in

(41), while the choice ek “ V‚k satisfies equality:

rÿ

k“1

‖MV‚k‖2 “
rÿ

k“1

‖σkU‚k‖2 “
rÿ

k“1

σk.

E. Collective analysis of DBMR runs

To support the the investigations in section 7, here we provide a brief analysis involving
multiple DBMR runs. Due to the non-concavity of the objective ℓ̂, DBMR can settle in
different local maxima of ℓ̂, depending on the initialization Γp0q.

Results of 100 runs of DBMR are presented in Figures 3 (Example 21) and 4 (Ex-
ample 22). The top row of images compare the first 5 singular values of rΛ for every
converged pair pλ,Γq (blue crosses) with the singular values of the full model rP (red
dots). Since rank rΛ “ 3, we do not show its 4th and 5th singular values, which are
always zero. The bottom row of images present, for every converged pair pλ,Γq, the
DBMR objective ℓ̂pλ,Γq versus the degree of coherence C3pΛq. In the bottom panels a
colorbar indicates the number of solutions in the histogram bins. In each of the bottom
rows, one panel is showing the results as a scatter plot instead of a histogram, for better
visual experience.

We observe that in the unperturbed case DBMR recovers σ2 “ 1 perfectly for all runs,
but σ3 “ 0.6 is recovered only in 60% of the runs, and in the remaining runs it converges
to a (degenerate) model with effectively r “ 2 latent states; i.e., σ3prΛq “ 0. The bottom
left panel of Figure 3 shows that the degenerate results are suboptimal, in the sense
that the corresponding iterations get stuck in a suboptimal local maximum. As the
perturbation in the data is increased, σ2 is close to optimal and we start to get results
between the previous two extreme cases of σ3prΛq, and the associated degrees of coherence
C3prΛq spread out from the previous two values somewhat. For large perturbation, this
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Figure 3: Top: First 5 singular values of rP and rΛ “ rP rΠ for the transition matrix of
Example 21. Bottom: Likelihood bound ℓ̂pλ,Γq in dependence of the degree
of coherence C3pΛq. Results are shown for 100 runs of DBMR with r “ 3
latent states. Left: unperturbed; center: slightly perturbed right: strongly
perturbed.
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Figure 4: Top: First 5 singular values of rP and rΛ “ rP rΠ for the transition matrix of
Example 22. Bottom: Likelihood bound ℓ̂pλ,Γq in dependence of the degree
of coherence C3pΛq. Results are shown for 100 runs of DBMR with r “ 3
latent states. Left: unperturbed; center: slightly perturbed right: strongly
perturbed.
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process continues, and we see clustering of the objectives pC, ℓ̂q around p1.75,´1.072¨105q
and p2,´1.076¨105q. That is, the objectives work against one another. We thus note that
while increasing the perturbation improved the success rate of the DBMR runs finding a
global maximum, it also turned the harmonious objectives into mildly conflicting ones.

Figure 5: The two objectives ℓ̂pλ,Γq and }rΛ}2F for all iterates of 1000 randomly initialized
DBMR runs in the strongly perturbed case of Example 21. Grey lines connect
data points for successive DBMR iterates, red dots indicate the endpoints of
the 1000 runs (local optima of the DBMR objective (14)). The right panel is a
close-up of the region with the highest values of both objectives, corresponding
to the top right corner of the left panel.

Figure 4 (Example 22) shows that for the unperturbed case all DBMR runs converge
to coherence-optimal partitions. However, for the perturbed cases, many local optima
trap the runs. As discussed in Example 22, we attribute these local minima to the many
coherent sets of different sizes present in this system. In this example we observe no
conflict between the optimization criteria C and ℓ̂.

To get a more comprehensive picture for Example 21 with large perturbation, where
the conflict between the optimization criteria arises, we consider 1000 new DBMR runs.
Every run is initialized, as before, with an affiliation matrix Γp0q of which every column
is a uniform i.i.d. sample of one of the three standard unit vectors. This time, instead of
considering only the converged DBMR solutions, we keep all iterates of every run, that
is, whole “DBMR trajectories”: 6674 pairs of pλ,Γq in total. For all these, we depict
ℓ̂pλ,Γq and

ř3
i“1 σiprΛq2 “ }rΛ}2F , where the latter equality is due to rankprΛq ď r “ 3.

By Corollary 20 this is an equivalent objective to } rP ´ rΛ}2F , since } rP }2F depends only
on the data and not on DBMR iterates. The results are shown in the left-hand panel of
Figure 5, with a close-up on the region with the conflicting optima on the right. In the
left-hand panel all initial points of DBMR runs satisfy }rΛ}2F ď 1.1. We observe that,
although there is some “spread” during the DBMR iterations and in particular in the
local DBMR optima, the correlation between the objectives is quite high for this set of
matrices. We also observe a third cluster of local optima around ℓ̂pλ,Γq « ´1.084 ¨ 105
which was not found by the previous 100 runs, cf. Figure 3 (bottom right panel). It seems
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Figure 6: Three DBMR output transition matrices Λ “ λΓ for optimal (left: ℓ̂pλ,Γq «
´1.072 ¨ 105) and suboptimal (center: ℓ̂pλ,Γq « ´1.076 ¨ 105, right: ℓ̂pλ,Γq «
´1.084 ¨ 105) local maxima in Example 21 with large perturbation, each
corresponding to one of the three red clusters in Figure 5. The coloring of
the bottom line indicates the partition given by the affiliation matrix Γ.

to correspond to degenerate local minima essentially belonging to a coherent 2-partition,
as can be seen by the corresponding DBMR transition matrix Λ, depicted in Figure 6
(right). This figure illustrates three DBMR transition matrices Λ, each corresponding
to one DBMR optimum from the three red clusters in Figure 5. Its left panel is identical
to the bottom right panel Figure 1 with the highest DBMR objective value, while the
center panel with objective value around ´1.076 ¨ 105 corresponds to a clustering that is
closer to the coherence-optimal partition (Figure 1 middle right).
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